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Former congressman Mike Lowry
yesterday became Seattle University's
newestfaculty member.
Lowry, who lost by a hair to Slade
Gorton in November's senatorial race,
will begin teaching next quarter. His
first class, a seminar on legislative
priority setting, will be offered in the
Masters of Public Administration
program. Lowry's title will be
Distinguished Visiting Professor of
Public Administration.
"We are very pleased to haveMike
Lowryasamemberofour faculty," said
William J. Sullivan,S.J., presidentof
Seattle University. "Mike's wide-
ranging and distinguishedexperiencein
the public sector will bea greatasset to
our universityandour students."
Mike Lowry
Contacted in his bare office in the
Casey Building yesterday,Lowry cited
"good experiences over the years
working with people from Seattle U.,"
as amajor reason hechose thiscampus.
"In the last few years," headded,"I've
come to have a lot of respect for Fr.
Sullivan and the altitudes here." He
emphasized he particularly likes SU's
commitment to community
involvement.
"I'm slated for Spring Quarter,"
Lowry said, "and I'm very interested in
goingbeyond that"
Seattlenewspapershave speculatedin
the wake of Mayor Charles Royer's
announcementhe will not seek another
term that Lowry may run for the job.
Tobe eligible, he would have to move
from his presenthomeinRenton.
Does Lowry plan on coming to
Seattle so he'll be closer to his new
job?
"Not at this point," he said with a
laugh.
The former congressman insisted he
is notready toconsider the mayor's race
this soon after the last election. "I'm
not going to think about that until the
summer," he said.
Lowry did note, "I think there's a
tremendous amount that can be done in
the position of mayor." He said cities
and states will need aggressive
leadership as federalbudget constraints
produce what he predicts will be a
deterioration ofhuman services.
"I think a major problem all across
the country is our under prioritizing of
whatIcall 'humancapital,'" he added.
Lowry emphasized he will be
available to speak to classes and other
forums at SU. "I wantpeople to know
I'dreallyenjoy sitting down and talking
to them," he said.
Tom McCarthy, director of the
Institute of Public Service which runs
the MPA program, expressed
enthusiasm about Lowry's hiring. "We
are very keen on having him
continuously," he said.
Lowry's class will explore the
internal and external political forces
affecting legislative decisionmaking,
McCarthy said.
Lowry speculatedhis class sessions
would be more conversational than
lecturing. His qualifications are "long
on experienceand short on academic,"
Lowry observed. He added he felt the
administration hired him in a desire to
supplement academic teaching with
perspectivesof fieldexperience.
In addition to serving five terms
representing Washington's seventh
congressional district, Lowry served
three years on the King County
Council. From 1969 to 1973 Lowry
was the chief fiscal analyst and staff
director for the WashingtonState Senate
Ways and Means Committee.
According to Joyce Crosby,
Sullivan's secretary, an invitation to
teach a similar type of course will be
extended to former Sen. Dan Evans,
whoseseat Lowry ran for last yearafter
Evans announcedhisretirement.
Winter's passing
SU students enjoy a game of football on the intramural field
during the Arctic front's visit to Seattle last week.
Proposedtuition
boost 11.1%
Tuition will rise 11.1 percent next
year if the administration's proposed
budget isapprovedat the Feb. 10Board
of Trusteesmeeting.
Most of the increase will go to
raising staff and faculty salaries,
according to John Eshelman, Ph.D.,
executive vice-president, whointroduced
the $39 million budgetat last Sunday's
Associated Students of Seattle
University (ASSU) meeting.
Seattle University's staff salaries are
an estimated 20-30 percentbehind the
market, he said. SU will try to close
that gap, which Eshelman called "a
moving target," over the next three
years.
"We're competing with Boeing and
the banks and so on" for clerical staff
especially, he said, adding that high
turnover causes headaches throughout
the university asretraining isconstantly
needed.
Most staff salaries are scheduled to
rise 16 percentnext yearand 12percent
the following twoyears,Eshelman said.
Faculty,exemptstaffand administrative
salaries will increase 8 percent this year
and9percent the nexttwoyears.
Eshelmancautioned that theprojected
increases dependon enrollment at least
maintaining present levels.
"Therearenomajor new initiatives in
this year'sbudget," he said. While the
administration had many legitimate
requests for new programs before them,
Eshelman said, "the critical issue for the










Seattle's gay youth face isolation
ByKELLY VANDOREN
Staff Reporter
"Ichecked with my mother whois 86.
When she was inhigh school,they were
calling kids 'fags' and 'queers.' When I
was in high school, they were calling
kids 'fags' and 'queers'. My kids went
through QueenAnne high school and the
University of Washington. Kids were
calling kids 'fags' and 'queers' and they're
still doing it today, which only says
we've got to change." This concerned
parent was one of many who testified at
threecity commissionhearings last year.
The twomainpurposes of the hearings,
held by the Seattle Commission on
Children and Youth, were to obtain
information about the problems and
special needs of gay and lesbian youth
and their families and to identify ways to
address them. The Commission supports
the right of all people to develop their
capacity for physical, social, emotional
andeconomic well-being.
The hearing testimony indicated there
are in Seattle a significant number,
perhaps thousands,ofyoungpeople who
aregayandlesbian or whoarestruggling
with questions about sexual orientation.
According to the report following the
hearings, youngpeople often face these
questions alone, with little access to
accurate and objective information,and
little social support or opportunity for
supportive counseling.
According to the report,becauseof this
absence of accurate, objective and
relevant information about
homosexuality, myths and stereotypes
are perpetuated. Despite increasing
tolerance and understanding in some
communities, many people are still
uncomfortable with the issue of
homosexuality.
A quick glance at the community
within SeattleUniversity seems toreveal
an absence of recognitionandsupportfor
homosexuals. But a peek beneath the
exterior of Catholic morality reveals a
somewhat different picture.
SU took agiant steplast year with the
Aids Awareness Week. Diane Jamieson,
director of SU Counseling Center, said
there was an interest that sprouted outof
last year's (student-sponsored) awareness
week. "It became apparent that we
weren'tofficially offeringanything where
students could look at responsible
choices and talk toeachother about them
ona one-to-onebasis."
Beginning this month,Jamieson- will
head a group called DIALOGUE. The
group will "springboard" off of Campus
Ministry's Intimacy Retreat (Feb. 3-5).
"Thepurpose of this group is toprovide
a forum for people on campus to talk
about the whole range of relationships.
We'll talk about how to deal with another
person on an intimate level about
communication,responsibility, identity,
decisions, choices and sexual identity,"
saidJamieson.
"Iknow that therearepeople out there
whoarehurting because theydon'tknow
where to go to talk." Jamieson said she
wants to get people into the group to
dialogue with their partner,whoever that
may be. She also stressed that
confidentiality is a "number one"
concern.
Erin Swezey, director of Campus
Ministry, said that there have been,and
probably stilldoexist,groups ofsupport
for homosexuals on campus. Becauseof
its Catholic orientation, Swezey said,
there would be no recognized student
groups for homosexuals at SU. But,a
more prevailingreason for theunheard-of
groups is the privacyof their members.
"SU is rooted in the Church's
traditions, yet we're also a university
committed to the development of the
whole person. We're willing to discuss
and struggle with issues of sexuality,"
said Swezey. Swezey said she believes
SUhas made significant steps the last
few years toward the recognition and
tolerance ofcontroversial issues. "Still,
we need to be much more intentional
about our education around issues of
human sexuality. We need to stress
more fundamental information on values
andmorals," sheadded.
Pregnant addicts perplex judges
ByMARSHA EDSCORN
StaffReporter
A New York judgerecently placed a
pregnant woman in jail for using illicit
drugs in an attempt to protect the
unborn fetus. Whilehis intentions may
have been good, his method of
intervention is raising questions about
prosecuting pregnant women who use
illegaldrugs.
Bob Kastama, assistantprofessor of
criminal justice at Seattle University,
says judgesand legalphilosophers today
find themselves inadilemma. "They're
damnedif theydoand they'redamnedif
theydon't," saysKastama.
If judges don't intervene, children
born addicted to drugsmay never know
a life without addiction. "These kids
have no other reference to the world
because theyarealreadyaddicted andas
theygrow up, they will find themselves
offenders," saysKastama.
Without intervention,the number of
drug-addictedbabies will continue to
rise. These babies face various health
problems including brain damage,
prenatal strokes and retarded fetal
growth. According to a survey by the
National Association for Perinatal
Addiction Research and Education,
375,000 newborns a year face possible
health damage from their mothers' drug
abuse. "The tragedy of thisis that these
kids have not had a chance to life,"
Kastama says. "To them, life isdrugs."
But when judges do intervene, they
must balance the due process rights of
the pregnant woman. A recent New
York Times article reported that critics
of the judge's decision said the fetus was
givenrights that never existed and that
the state should not be given the
authority to regulate a pregnant
woman'sbody.
Kastama says legalphilosophers will
have to think of new ways to deal with
a problem society has never faced
before. "Ilook at this issueas someone
whohas to deal with these kids later on
in life," he says. "I would hope that
this issue wouldbecome apublichealth
issueinsteadof acriminalone."
SU's Linda Roise, director of the
addiction studies program, agrees that
the issueshould beaddressedasapublic
health concern. Roise says such
addiction is an area where a health
problem is causing someone to break
the law,but the courts can use the law
toenforce treatment.
"Ican hear where the judgeiscoming
from. Idon'tknow whether I'd advocate
it but part of me wants to protect the
baby," says Roise.
Havingcounseled addicted pregnant
women before,Roise says the women
are concerned and do care about the
babies they're carrying. But they're
dealing with an addition, she says,a
situation whereapersonno longer hasa
free choice.
"The judgemayhave made amistake
by placing the woman in jail, but he
was probably guided by
misinformation. If the courts don't deal
with the addiction, then that woman
may do the same thing with the next
baby she carries," saysRoise.
Treatmentmay seem like the logical
solution,butmany of the women either
do not want treatmentor arenotable to
afford it. Roise saysshebelieves that a
persondoes notneed to want treatment
inorder for it to work, but one mustbe
able to afford treatment in order to get
it. Seattle hospitals and private
addiction centers cost about $6000-
-$7OOOa month for in-patient treatment.
Insurance usually covers about 80
percent of the cost,but many addicted
women don'thave insurance.
Roise says jail isn't necessarily the
answer to preventing women from
using drugs. "Ionce hada patient who
was smuggling heroin into jail," she
says.
Until a clear-cut solution can be
found, Roise says the legal side of the
matter needs to work "in concert" with
counselors,hospitals andclinics.
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We're Hot! Wre Now! Wre The
Masters of Style For Hair...
WE WANT TOTAKE A LITTLE OFF THE TOP...
Show us your current ASB card
— anytime — and we'll
take $2.00off a Shampoo Precision Haircut and Blow
Dry Styling. (Reg. $12.00—Just $10.00with ASBcard.)
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Contact the Career Center
Morris joins addiction faculty
ANNBUNGER
StaffReporter
Steve Morris remembers feeling
discontent with his education when he
attended high school in Los Angeles.
He hoped for the opportunity to
someday providea better education for
others,he says today, than he received
himself.
Almost 20 years later,Morris now
now has that chance as the newest
faculty member in Seattle University's
addiction studies department.
Morris has nothingbut praise for the
program at SU. "It is the premier
program in this area and in the
country," he said. Morris says one
main strength of the program is that it
is large enough to offer a diversity of
classes.
"There are very few places where
addiction studies is the focus of a
department,"he said.
Morris added he feels the faculty in
c department make "innovative
choices" for courses. He specifically
mentioned the course, "Anger and
Domestic Violence," which will be
offeredin the summerquarter.
Morris comes to SU with a
background in both chemical
dependency and mental health
counseling. Hereceivedhis bachelor of
arts degree in psychology from
California State University in 1974 and
his master's degree, in counseling
psychology, from Loyola Marymount
University in 1977.
His field experienceincludes serving
as a mental health specialist at
Harborview and St. Cabrini hospitals.
Last year Morris received the
festigious Counselor of the Yearward from Chemical Dependency
Professionals ofWashington State.
Morris said he finds the political
questions surrounding substance abuse
"intriguing," such as a proposal to
legalizedrugsasa solution.
"I can't say that is the position I
would take," he said. Morris noted
problems with alcohol and nicotine.
"These are legal and controlled
substances," he said. "So legalization
isn't theanswer."
Morris emphasizedhis belief thereis
no single "worst" drug to become
addicted to. "When it comes to any of
the mind-altering drugs, alcohol or
cocaine, theyare all equallycapableof
destroying somebody's life," said
Morris.
"We are not going to eradicate the
drug problem through harsh penalties
alone, or by stopping foreign
importation ofdrugs," he said. Morris
cautioned against "simplistic solutions"
and "unrealistic expectations"regarding
abolishingdrugabuse.
"As longas people consider drug use
acceptable,it willexist,"he said.
Morris said one new duty he finds
"especially interesting" is supervision
of the field placement program.
Students in the program are sent to
various agencies to gain field
experience.
Through his role in the program
Morris discovered Seattle has
impressive treatmentprograms, he said.
"The quality of treatment in Seattle is
high," he noted. "I found [it] to be
state-of-the-art"
The superb treatment offered in
Seattle is "the bright side" of chemical
dependency care,Morris said. There is
usually not enough funding for good
treatment, in general, nor are there
enoughqualified staff members to help
at theagencies,he said.
Morris noted he discovered many
graduates of SU's addiction studies
programs in local agency staffs. He
said one particular agency's faculty is
composed entirelyof SUalumni.






Class schedules for Spring Quarter
will be available Monday in the
University ServicesBuilding, according
to Dannette Sullivan,Seattle University
registrar.
Advising week also begins Monday.
Sullivan urged especially those in
departments having advising holds to
see their advisor next week. "Those
attempting to lift holds by phone after
Feb. 17 will likely have access
problems since they will be competing
with all the students who are trying to
register," Sullivan wrote in a memo
datedFeb.8.
Students eligible to register for
Spring, 1989, will receivea registration
appointmentby mail which will specify
an hour and day after which they may
phonein to register,she stated.
"I can guarantee the computer will
not allow them to register before their
assigned time and the 'trying'only jams
thephone lines," Sullivan said.
Advance registration for graduate
students will begin Feb. 18, according
to the memo. Undergraduate advanced
registration is scheduled to start








Noteveryone iscut out tochange the world.After all, it takes education,skills
and aspare two years.
Alsoa willingness towork.Hard.
Thisyear 3,750Americans will join thePeace Corps todo just that.They'll do
thingslike build roads,plant forestsandcrops,teach English, developsmall businesses,
traincommunity health workers,or even coach basketball. However,what they'llbe
doingisn't half as importantas the fact thatthey'll be changingalittle pieceof the
world...for thebetter.
And when theyreturn, these3,750Americans will find thatexperiencedoing
hard work will have another benefit. Ifsexactly what their nextemployersare
looking for.
So,give the Peace Corps yournext twoyears.And while you'reoutchanging
the world,you'll alsobe makinga placein it for yourself.
INFORMATION TABLE
Thursday, February 9, 9:00 a.m. -3:00 p.m., Student Union Lobby
PRESENTATION: All Students Invited.
Thursday, February 9, 12:00 p.m. -1:00 p.m.
Volpe Room, Piggot Hall,Video: "LET IT BEGIN HERE"
INTERVIEWS
Thursday, February 23, 9:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Career Development Center, McGoldrick Hall
Phone #: 296-6080
(Sign Up In Advance. Bring Completed Application to the Interview)
PEACE CORPS&STILLTHE TOUGHESTJOB YOU'LLEVER LOVE. X^^
WOMENS HEALTH CENTER
A CLINIC FOR WOMEN, BY WOMEN
112 Boylston Aye
(off E.Denny Way) (206) 323-9388
Seattle, WA 98102
EDITORIALS
Washington needs Gardner's tax plan
BySTEVECLARKE
Editor
You wouldn't get far if you tried to
run abusiness like this.
Washington State needs to invest in
its future now, and the present tax
system will not provide the necessary
funds.
No one argues against the need to
upgradeeducation in the state, from pre-
school to graduate programs. The
superior commitment to learning in
other countriesis well documented,and
now other states are moving toprepare
their children for the next century. If
Washington doesn't move quickly and
effectively, it will soonbe bypassedby
companies looking for an educated
workforce.
Imagine living in the Mississippi of
the North.
Transportation isanother areaneeding
investment. Everyone is aware of the
gridlock on freeways in the Puget
Soundcorridor. Demographic estimates
predict a largegrowth in population in
the next few decades, which will make
today's traffic seemactually reasonable.
The needed improvements in
education and transportation willnotbe
cheap, of course. Light rail systems
and technologically-relevant education
require large expenditures, but the
alternative is stagnation in a rapidly-
advancingeconomy.
So whatmeans do we have to pay for
these initiatives?
We depend mostly on a
constitutionally-limited propertytax and
a sales tax which,as sales taxes must
do, takes a larger chunk out of the
paychecksof those leastable topay.
As wellas beingunfair, the sales tax
is not nearly as efficient as an income
tax when it comes to raising funds,
studies show. Perhaps that is why 45
stateshave apersonalincome tax.
Another reason might be that you can
deduct your state income tax payments
when it comes time to pay federal
income tax. State sales taxes are not
deductible.
So why has Washington resisted
changeanddecided tomuddle along with
anout-of-date fundingmechanism?
When Dan Evans was governor he
tried to get voters to pass an income
tax. They reelected him,but nixed the
means he insisted were needed to
properlyeducate theirkids.
Income taxesare sodreaded it was as
ifhe was trying tosell theplague.
People can handle Friday the 13th,
but they get the shakes when you
mention April 15. This aversion to
income taxes ignores the fact that every
time you go to the store youpay taxes,
and the amountof sales tax the average
personpays on a VCR, for instance,is
a much greater percentage of their
income than itis for a wealthy person.
Gov. Booth Gardner's recently-
unveiled income tax proposal aims at
providing a more fair system which
could be capable of paying for the
state's needs. The main features of his
plan area sales tax reductionand a 3.9
percentpersonalincome tax.
A family of fourmaking $30,000per
year would pay the same amount of
taxes as now under the proposal.
Families below that amount would get
abreak.
According to an editorial in last
Sunday's P-I, if that family of four
made $35,000 annually they wouldpay
$1IS ayear,or $12amonth,more than
at present. "But that's aslight increase
in the face of glaring needs for more
money for suchprograms aseducation,
for example," the P-I editorial board
noted.
Indeed. Imagine a business that
refused to invest in its future. It just
doesn't make sense. Tomorrow will
come.
Will Washington be ready for the
future? Only with a new tax structure
that canbe fairlyhikedtopay for needed
improvements.
Voters overwhelmingly reelected
Gardner inNovember after acampaign
in which heproposedprogramsonly an




We, the members of Psi Chi - the
National Honor Society in Psychology- havean apology to make to all those
who attended our showing of the film
on Jungcalled "A Matterof Heart." We
aresorry.
We are sorry our school cannot
provide a decent auditorium that has a
suitable sound system - that is, one
which allows at least part of the
soundtrack ofafilm to bedecipherable.
We are sorry that an expensive
projector system can only produce
yellow faces.
We are sorry for the embarrassing
vision our school portrayed to people
from off campus, including students'
friends, people from the Jungian
Society, graduate students and
professors,etc.
We apologize for our school's
inability to support our hard work;our
work to enlighten our school
community on who Carl Jung was and
is in the fieldof psychology.
We apologize to Dr. Hailing and all
who participated in the preparations to
present this film to ourpeers.
Thereisa tremendous amountof time
that goes into planning a campus
activity. Itrequiresorganizing time and
equipment with the Instructional Media
Center, making posters and flyers,
getting permission from each building
manager and the ASSU to post the
postersand flyers,getting word out to
thecampus about the event,and finally,
in planning a campus event, we must
convince our peers and mentors that
their attendance will be worth their
time.
Unfortunately Psi Chi's efforts in
planning this event, well intentioned as
theymayhave been,wentunattended by
our support system - the school.
Although the auditorium was at
capacity when the video began, it
quickly emptied due to the horrible
soundsystemIMC provided.
To those who trusted our word and
flyers as to the importance of the
material we were presenting, to those
who were interestedinour presentation,
and to those who were disappointed -
Psi Chioffers its sincere apologies.
On the other hand, to those who did
not attend, be advised that any library
auditorium event lacks an educated
person to support the equipment IMC
provides(questions willnot be answered
when trouble arises). Further, the
existingequipment is notmaintained,it
is not fine-tuned, and IMC gives no
forewarning that the equipment works
very poorly ifat all.
This sabotage in the system which
wedependon defeatsanyandall efforts
for a worthy presentation. So, to those
whodidnotexperiencethe dishonorable
performanceofour school,beadvised to






Iam verysorry that you felt theneed
to send such a strong letter to the
Spectator about the situation which
arose when Psi Chi showed the Jung
film recently. Iwish youhad spoken
withme first.
Professor Stccn Hailing did contact
me after the event to express his
concern about the equipment problem,
but it was clear in his mind that the
problem rests not with IMC, but
rather with the fact that theinstitution's
sound equipment in the Library is
inadequate.
Iam especially sensitive to this
distinction becauseIMC staff, who now
report to me,have worked tirelessly to
improve service to the educational
community and,in fact,are vigilant in
their efforts to make a very strong case
for theUniversity to fund their requests
for new and improvedequipment, which
are made on behalf of the whole
campus.
Please see 'Letters' page five
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Reflections on an execution
ByMICHAELFISCHER
After years of evading society's
harshest punishment, Ted Bundy is
dead. A man who embodied the worst
level to which a human being could
sink, he has succeeded in hurting
society one final time.
Althoughhis deathcould have served
asasadreminder of thehorrible acts he
committed over and over again, many
people did their best (or rather their
worst) to descend to his level. Bundy
managed to bring out savage violence
one last time. It was not against
innocent women this time,but directed
against himself.
It seems obvious that any person in
thecrowdoutside theprison would have
gladly executed Ted Bundy personally.
No doubtmany wished,while standing
outside with their signs and t-shirts,
theycouldbeinsidedoing just that.
TheStateofFloridakindlyprovideda
victim (a depravedman, it is true) for
the righteous group, but it cruelly
refused to give them the hands-on
experience they longed for. Maybe a
little disappointed, they still made the
most of their limited opportunity.
Throughout our country,peoplehad a
hard time containing their delight that
Ted Bundy had finally been burned out
ofexistence.
In Lisa Lara's commentary on
Bundy's death, she seems to be
generally pleased that Bundy has been
put todeath,and thathe died the way he
did. Though Icannot agree with
everything she writes and implies,Ido
agree that Bundy should nothave been
able togo "inablaze of glory."
Ifind it hard to see what society has
gainedby executingBundy,especially
in the way it occurred. The State of
Florida is supposed to have spent
almost $6 million to convict and
execute Bundy, and it has taken ten
years to do so. Some answers to
lingering questions have been gained,
but many more are lost along with
Bundy. Had he been imprisoned and
never released,perhaps we could have
gotten more answers from him. We
might also have avoided the
overexposurehe received and the years
of uncertainty andpain experiencedby
the families ofhis victims.
LisaLara wrotethat "flushingout the
intruder was the only remedy." This
solution has eliminated Bundy's power
to kill,butIdoubt that it was the only
way out. This execution has givenus
little except another excuse for
perpetuatingandcondoningviolence.
In a nation where sales of AK-47s
increase after oneof those weapons is
used tokill schoolchildren,weought to
be straining to promote sobriety and
nonviolence. Instead of addressing the
causes of violence (whether they are
social, moral, economic or
sanctioned "eye for an eye" justice,or a
modern hanging with Old West
romance. It was none of these.
Really,it was cruel, embarrassing, and
bothbloodthirsty andcold. Ihavelittle
hope (andno reason) that many people
will forgive Bundy for his heartless,
derangedacts.
Only my faith in Jesus, and my faith that
life really means something, allow me to
reconcile myself with the knowledge that
a man like Bundy existed.
pornographic) we areblindly seeking to
expandaggression.
Iguess this goes back to the
presidential election in which voters
showed they didn't want to be led by
Dukakis and his running mate, Willie
Horton. ThoughIdidn't think much of
Dukakis and hisother partner,Bentson,
Ivoted for them anyway in the belief
that we should fight crime instead of
fearingit
Some peoplehave tried to make this
execution into a celebration, a state-
sponsored answer to violence, God-
Despite this, our university is based
on the teaching of a Man who
continuallypreached forgiveness. Only
my faith in Jesus,and my faith that life
really means something, allow me to
calmly reconcile myself with the
knowledge that a man like Bundy
existed.
Ionly hope that others will find a
way to reflect on what's happened
recently, and to think about how they
should react. You might try Mark
11:25.
Involving students in the future
ByROBINM.EASTRIDGE
It's 12 noon, and in the bright
fluorescent light of the Chieftain
basement club room, 20 warmly-clad
students huddle in a tight circle,
laughing,planning, creating, thinking
andhoping for abrighter future.
These dedicated students have been
working for over a year and a half to
establish a WashPIRG chapter on the
Seattle Universitycampus. Theyhave
They hope to see internships, statewide
campaigns on important issues,and a
heightened awareness of the
environmental challenges which face
Washington State become an integral
part of the future Seattle University
community.
From January to March of 1988,
these students collected over 2,100
student signatures statingsupport for a
WashPIRG chapter funded by a
waivable fee. This show of widespread
...students want the right to direct and
fund their own environmental and
consumer public interest organization.
stood patiently in freezing temperatures
petitioning and lcaflctling; have worked
diligently to coordinate such events as
the Toxic Waste Forum and Voter
Registration Drive; they continue to
spendnights hunched over telephones,
rolls of poster paperand typewriters to
prepare for weekly meetings which
inform and involve a constantly
growinggroup ofactive supporters.
These students are highly motivated.
campus support is unprecedentedin the
history of the University. It reveals
that students want theright to direct and
fund their own environmental and
consumer public interest organization.
At present, there is no comparable
opportunity in existence at Seattle
University.
Currently, under Seattle University
distribution of funds,all students pay
approximately $8 per quarter to fund
ASSU and student activities, a sum
which is taken directly from tuition
payments. Even if studentsknow about
this sum, which is difficult without a
visible statement or easily accessible
information from the University, there
is no means for this money to be
refunded. Students do not have the
power todirect this $8 toward clubsand
organizations which the student is
activein and/or supports.
Thepetition drivehas shown that not
only do students support the idea of a
WashPIRGchapter oncampus,but also
thatamajority of students desirea more
democratic and fair systemof funding,
an organization which is funded by a
waivable,visible,andrefundable (atany
time) fee. This fee, approximately $3,
would appear on the tuition statement,
and information about this fee would be
made asaccessible ashumanlypossible.
WashPIRG wants to give students a
choice to pay through an easily
waivableand,ifdesired,refundable,fee.
WashPIRG is a dynamic, not static
organization. However students wish
to channel their interest in
environmental andconsumer interests is
up to their cooperative judgement.
With access to the resources of Seattle
University, students will be able to
botheducate themselvesand the stateas
a whole,making a viable contribution
to the University as a source of
information and a vehicle for political
action.
Thetypeofservice WashPIRG directs
itself towards - public interest - is
inherentlypartof the mission of Seattle
University. What better way to serve
others than to preserve our common
environmental and consumer interests?
What better way to integrate young
people into the real world than to
support their right to act, their right to
establish the means to act in the way
theysee mostproductive?
At a point when our planet's
livelihood isat acritical stage, we must
actnow,as students, to takea decisive
role inshaping the future. The students
for WashPIRG strongly urge you to
consider the rights you have as a
financially contributing member of the
community. Say yes to a WashPIRG
chapter and,in doing so,say yes toour
future.
Letters
Why the smile?From 'Letters' page fourAs Dr. Hailing is aware, Ihave
brought this issue to the attention of
Cabinet members and have asked their
support inproviding as much funding
as possible to theIMC so that theycan
help all of us upgrade campus media
facilities. Ibelieve the administration
does recognize the need to supportsuch
requests.
Ihope you understand that your
complaint, though certainly valid, is
misdirected at IMC. In fact,it was Jeff
Hoglund and his staff who managed to
find a temporary solution to the sound
system problem in the auditorium,until
such time as we can replace the
equipment. In any case, however,I
understand your concern and am sorry
that thisoccurrence had tohappen.
April Falkin, Ph.D.
Asst.Vice-Pres. for Academic Affairs
Ifind the Jan. 26 Spectator very
disturbing with "reporter" Lisa Lara's
smiling face holding The Times
headline,"BundyPut ToDeath."
Isee no reason for happiness. The
whole story is a tragic one for all
affected. TedBundy was the cause of
immeasurable pain to many innocent
families,includinghis own. And while
many feelrelieved thathe will never be
able to strike again, for God's sake, let
ushave some respect for humanlife.
Mentally ill from birth,or innocent
and victimized,no one should have to
die with crowds of rude demonstrators
jeeringandhappy follow-up stories.
A tragedy is a tragedy. And an eye
for aneye isnothing tocheer.
NancyE.Harrington
Ditto
Iwas shocked atLisa Lara's editorial
on the Bundyexecution. Below is the
letter Isent to my three children in
reaction to that shameful event in
Americanhistory.
MissLara appears tobe averyyoung
lady who needs to learn some real
valuesin life.
Ifelt an immense sadness yesterday
morning as Idrove to school and the
first news Iheard on my car radio was
that Ted Bundy had been executed. I
cried whenIsaw Ted Bundy'smother on
TV talking about her son's death. I
thought of the excruciating pain she
was feeling, andIcould understand,
becauseIhave a son the same age as
hers.
And what of the families of those
victims of Ted Bundy's violence? One
of them who had hoped to find some
relief from thepainofadaughter'sdeath
in Ted Bundy's said that "nothing's
changed." ButIbelieve something has
changed, for have wenotcreated another
victim,Ted Bundy?
Iwrite you because not to say
anything, not to do anything about the
horror of yesterday,is to condone it I
cannot do that. There is something
terribly wrong in our society today.
And thishorrible fiasco - the execution
of Ted Bundy - is onlya small partof
it. Ifeel very helpless.
Fran Winters
Editor's Note: Itwas mine,and not
Lisa Lara's, idea to run the photo
accompanying her thoughts on Ted
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Seattle ina winter wonderland
ByMISCHA LANYON
Features Editor
Iwoke up with an excitement I
haven't experienced since junior high
school. There was snow everywhere
around Grecnlake. Inches andinches of
itNO SCHOOLTODAY!!!
Iplayed aroundlikea10-year-old for
most of that day. It was the most fun
I'vehad inalong time.
Unfortunately,I'm notstill 10-years-
old and the world has a wayofcatching
up with menow. There were somany
thingsIhad todo,placesIhad tobe. As
reality sunk in, the snow took on a
different look. Only hours before it
seemedlike pure heaven.Now it was a
RoyalPain.
Since school wascancelled andIhad
enough food in the house Ididn't have
to drive onWednesday, the first day of
the snow.But that doesn't meanIdidn't
have problems.
Idiscovered that it was so cold the
inside of my bedroom windows had a
layer of ice on them. ThenIhad to go
outside andwrapragsaround theoutdoor
pipes so they woudn'tburst.Hands don't
manouver when it's that cold outside.
And wouldn't youknow it, the coldest
days in Seattle happened to coincide
with a burning ban, soIcouldn't ev<*p.
enjoy the warmth of a fire. It's hard to
fallasleep when youcan see your own
breath rising while youlay inbed.
The nextmorning,Iused a dust pan
to get the snow off my car only to find
a thick layer of ice under that.Ididn't
have anice scraper, soIfinally justused
cassettecases.
WhenIwent to jump inmy car,I
almost dislocatedmy shoulder.Thedoor
was frozen shut.
My sister was arriving at Sea Tac
that afternoon. What amess.'
The drive to the airport was more
than a little perilous. There's always
thai jerk who thinks he can still drive
65 miles per hour down an icy road
when you should only be driving 25.
Isn't he deterred by the cars in front of
of him doing 180s? And then thereare
the people who are so concerned with
safety they try to drive on 1-5 with
chains on. That's a good idea on side
streets, but I've narrowly avwiod
pairs of chains lying in the middle of
the freeway.
There was a truck overturned on the
way to theairport. Andnaturally,on the
coldest day of the year, there was no
place topark.
But my sister arrived. "The snow is
so pretty," she said. At one pointI
would'veagreed.By nowIwas ready to
slapher.
But the drive on Thursday was
nothing compared to the drive to school
onFriday.
As everybodyalready knows,Seattle
University is located on topof ahill.It
doesn't metier what direction you're
coming from, you have to drive uphill
to get to school. Have you ever seen
people try todo that in the snow?
The parking lot was covered with
snow when Iarrived at school that
morning, thus no white lines to show
you where to park. Well, you would
think people couldguesstimate howbig
a stall is, but no. They were leaving
about four feet inbetween cars.Needless
to say, there were considerably fewer
parking spots than usual. To top it off,
there wasapici:up truck drivingaround
the parking lot trying to spin out.
Nevermind he could easily have spun
out intoacar oraperson.
But where was Campus Security?
Obviously not out shoveling the walk.
No wonder nobody ever calls them by
their full name, "Campus Safety and
Security."
Walking toclass was anotherhorrific
experience. You'd think that since the
school is makinguscome in,itcould at
least get the walksclear ofice. It would
take me twohands to count thenumber
ofpeopleIsaw falling that day. Weall
had to move at a snail's pace to stayon
iour feet
ButIguess that's life when there's
snow and iceon theground.
For some, theexperience may have
been great. It was for me for a few
hours. But somehow it loses its magic
when you don't feel safe in it. Maybe
we all should have been able to stay
home and play like ten-year-olds. At
least when they fall on the ground it's
because they want to make an angel in
the snow.
The rare, excessive snowfall was not a problem for these Seattle University students who took the
opportunity to play a game of football at the SU intramural field. The inclement weather cancelled classes
for two days, allowing some students to take a break from their homework.
Wipeout! Spectator Managing Editor Ken Benes slips on the ice while
walking to class last week. He was upset with the lack of response




HiFather. My name is Ken Benes.
Iam asenior atSeattle University. For
four yearsIhave attended your college.
And for the most part, the last four
yearsof my lifehaven't been thatbad.
Until now.
As a graduating senior of your
university,Iwas expected to pay a $55
graduation fee. ThisIdid. Andas you
should know by now, this is a lot of
money. At least it is for me.
ButIdidn'tmind. Yousee,Father,I
thought you andIhad adeal. Ipay the
555graduation fee,andyou takeme out
todinner at the restaurantofyour
choice.
But obviously you didn't take my
proposal very seriously. In the last
editionof the Spectator,Ileft an RSVP
for you tosign. It readas follows:
"I, Father Sullivan, do hearby
promise to take Ken out to dinnerat the
placeof my choice." This was followed
by twoboxes. One was labled "Yes,"
the other "No." All youhad to do was
check oneof the boxes.
But we all know what happened,
Father. You didn't RSVP. You didn't
check either box. You didn't respond.
Youdidn't care.
Andbecause of this,Iam veryhurt.
What happened.Father? Was my
offer nota goodone? If you ask me,I
made you agood offer. Youget $55,1
get a dinner. But obviously, you
thought this was abad deal. Youdidn't
say "yes." You didn't say "no." You
simply saidnothing.
And because of this, my life has
fallen apart
It all came to a apex the other day,
Father. Iwas walking down the mall,
and it was cold outside. AndIwas
thinking, "Gecz, Father Sullivan must
really hate me. It's bad enough he
doesn't takeme to dinner,buthe doesn't
even respond to my RSVP. I'm a
worthless humanbeing."
Suddenly,BAMO!
There Iwas, lying on my back. I
had slipped on the ice. Pain rushed
through my entire body.Iwanted to
scream. Iwanted to cry. Frustration
overcame me.
"My whole world is destroyed,"I
said. "Father Sullivan hates me. He
wouldn't even respond to my RSVP.
All he had to do was check a box,but
he didn't. My life is over!"
Later that night, while lying in
traction atSwedish Hospital,Irealized
that my comments may have been too
harsh. Maybe you did respond, but it
was lost in the mail. Or perhaps,being
the busy man that you are, you simply
didn't have the time to go out to dinner
with me. There are probably a lot of
reasons why you, Fr. Sullivan,didn't
respond.
Therefore, to make amends for my
quick judgements,Ihave decided togive
you one lastchance. Let's go todinner,




I, Father Sullivan, President of Seattle
University, do hereby promise to take Ken out to
Ldinner at the place of my choice.HZ/YES CZHNO (Please check one.)
1995:Do youknow where your team is?
ByKENBENES
ManagingEditor
The year is 1995, an exciting time
for sports fans across the country. In
the World Series, the Denver Mariners
defeat the New York Mets to capture
their first world title. In the Super
Bowl XXVIII, the Oakland Seahawks
crush the Chicago Bears 34-10. In
professional basketball, the San Diego
Supersonics sweep the Philadelphia
76ers to win the N.B.A. title.
And inSeattle,people sitaroundand
watch their former franchises celebrate
on television. It wasn't that long ago
that Seattlites could call these teams
their own. They think back to thegood
old days. Could it have been so long
ago?
The year was 1989. It was the year
that trouble began. It was the year that
changed Seattle, transforming it from a
big leaguecity,a city withprofessional
sports, to a city with nothing but
memories of the past and thoughts of
whatcouldhavebeen.
Itall started with the Seahawks, the
city'sbeloved N.F.L. franchise. Atone
time in the mid-1980s, the Seahawks
were considered to be one of the most
stableorganizations in the league.They
had terrific fan support, with the
Kingdomereaching "sold out" levels in
95% of its games. Financially, they
were in great shape, one of the few
teams to post increases in income year
after year. They had strong, silent
ownershipin the Nordstrom family, and
they had experienced leadership in
president/general manager Mike
McCormick.
But this all changed quickly. Ken
Behring,alanddeveloper fromNorthern
California,bought the Seahawks. And
within ayear,his impact was felt.
Unlike the Nordstroms,Behring was
not silent. He wascritical of the team's
lack of flare and flash. It didn'tmatter
that the Kingdome was alwayspacked,
things couldbe improved.
And improve things is exactly what
Behringdid.
After telling the Seattlepress thathe
would never fire McCormick or raise
ticket prices, Behring did both. He
brought inhis own Northern California
buddies to run the team, regardless of
their lack of experience in running a
sports franchise. He seemed to care
little about the loyal Seahawk fans,
finding nointerest in their outcry. After
a feud about the quality of Seahawk
front-office management,Head Coach
Chuck Knox was soon fired. Behring
also used the Seattle press, which had
been very critical of Behring's actions,
asareason tomove the team.
And things were drastically
improved,inOakland,Ca.
The story of the Mariners was much
different. Theproblems weren't caused
by a terrible new owner, but by a
terribleowner who had held the teamin
hisgrips for years.Sincepurchasing the
franchise in 1982, George Argyros had
always wanted two things: to cut costs
and to find some way to move the
Mariners to a different city. In 1989,
both wishes came true.
Argyros cut costs by not signing
Mark Langston, one of baseball's
premier pitchers and certainly the best
pitcher the Mariner staff. Instead,
Langston was traded, and,as perusual
with the Mariners, the trade was a flop.
Earlier in the year, theMariners failedto
make areasonable offer toMike Moore,
the Mariner's second bestpitcher, andhe
also left Seattle to sign with the
Oakland Athletics.
Perhaps it was all a plan, but the
Mariners did little to strengthen their
team. With little to offer in the way of
pitching, the Mariners fell out of the
pennantrace early in the season. And
when the sunny, warm Pacific
Northwest weather arrived, very few
fans were willing to leave the beautiful
weather to enter a drab Kingdome to
watch a drab baseball team. Which is
exactly what Argyros wanted.
He used the terrible attendance
figures, the worst in the major leagues,
asevidence that the city was not worthy
ofa major league team. Argyrosused a
buy-out clause in the team's contract
with King County (which stated
Argyros could buy out his contract if
1.7 million fans didn't attend the
games), and moved the Mariners to
Denver.
The story of the Supersonics is
perhaps the saddestof all forarea sports
fans. The Sonics were a basketball
team on the rise. They had a young
coach in Bernie Bickerstaff who was
consideredoneof thebest in theN.B.A.
They hadrisingsuperstars inDaleEllis,
Xavier McDaniei and Derrick McKey.
They had one of the league's leading
rebounders inMichaelCage,and oneof
the league's top shotblockers in Alton
Lister as a supporting cast. And they
had two first round draft choices in
1990. This was a team that would be
good for along time.
But only the San Diegobasketball
fans wouldbenefit from this.
Team owner Barry Ackerley only
wanted two things in life. Thefirst was
anew sportscomplex for his team. The
second was to spendhis winters at his
new-found homein sunny San Diego.
Ackerley and King County got
together and decided to builda 20,000
seatbasketball and hockeycomplex near
the Kingdome. Since the demand for
Sonic tickets is sohigh, the increase in
seating,compared to the 14,000at the
Sonic current home at the Coliseum,
would give the team a huge increase in
income,particularly since Sonic tickets
range from$25-$14pergame. Ackerley
was even willing to put upmoney for
the complex, up to $50 million
according tosome reports.
But the deal fell through when King
County decided that it couldn't afford to
disrupt the current Kingdome parking
situation with a new sports complex.
So Ackerley, following the 1989
season, moved his franchise to San
Diego, which boasts of a new 20,000
seat sportsarena.
So now, six years later, Seattle has
little to offer its hungry sports fans.
Sure they can still watch their teams
win championships. But watching
another city's population celebrate just
isn't that exciting.
San Diego Sonic Xavier McDaniei scores two of his 27 points in a
game against the Indian Pacers. San Diego went on to win 132-104.
The X-Man led all scorers.
Lemieux Reading Room: Nothin' but a party
ByTHERESA McBRIEN
Staff Reporter
Looking for a goodplace toparty?
Try the reading room at Lemieux
Library. It's got an army of tables and
chairs and about 2,700 square feet of
floor space. Plenty of room to spread
the munchies and set up the kegs or
hold asit-downdinner for 200.
The rumpus errr..., reading room is
behind those glass doors on the first
floor of the library building. Wouldn't
that high-ceilinged lobby make a
dramatic entry area for ablack tieaffair?
Andthose spiral stairwayscouldbecome
wild,double-slide rides when the beer
bust blows out into the lobby. It's a
seriousplace toparty.
Unfortunately,itused tobea serious
place to study. Too bad the
administration decided that college
students were adult enough to respect
the rights of others. They posted a
polite sign stating, "Please remember
conversation disturbs others who are
studying. Thank you for your
cooperation." Is it just a coincidence
that ithangsabove a trash barrel?
Assuming that adults are attending
SU, the administration determined that
it wouldn't be necessary for figures of
authority to monitor behavior in the
reading room regularly. The librarians
are all upstairs, leavingonly a tenuous
control over that no-man's land at
Lemieux.
A large number of people still use
the room to actually read. But this
"silent majority" often has to consider
the "endure or confront" question.
"ShouldIapproach that pair of hissing
gigglcrs and ask them to pipe down,or
just shine itonand try toconcentrate?
Last winter Iscraped up some
courage and approached a pair of
snickering social climbers. After being
asked to be quiet, they looked amazed
and abit snootybut theladies didclam
up. When a gaggle of undergrads held
an earnest, but noisy discussion during
spring quarter,Iasked them if they
could finda room where chattering was
sanctioned. They left for the lobby.
Hard to believe, but a few even
apologized. Those people respected
civilizedbehavior andgenteelmanners.
A couple of weeksago,however,I
ranintoaduo ofdie-hard partyanimals
who reacted like, well,animals. Even
with aWalkman headset clamped to my
ears,Icould still hear those preppie
creeps rambling on about nothing.
Packing up my books in frustration,I
strode over to their tableand told them
how rudeit was to gossip in thereading
room. "Go somewhere else, if you
don't like it," the curly-haired creep
snarled. "Goupstairs to the library," he
sneered,asif "library" werea dirty word.
Thereading room is oneofonly two
placeson campus whereeating,drinking
and studying can take place
simultaneously in what'ssupposed to be
a quietenvironment. The upper floor of
the Chieftain is available,but if you've
ever had to pound in tons of factoids
while Universityemployees chatter and
hoot in the hall nearby, it can be
irritating.
Smuggling a thermos into a reading
cubicle upstairs in the library isanother
option,but whybreak arule because an
immature motor mouth won't behave
downstairs?
In a mob-rule environment, the
readers would assault the party animals
and run them out. But after cram
sessions, most people don't have the
energy to wrestle with inconsideratepin
-heads. Readers are usually frozen over
piles of paper, grinding through
intellectual burdens, fighting fatigue,
brain overload or, you guessed it,
distractions.
There's always the fascist approach.
Have Security personnel rush to the
readingroom to squelch thosemiserable
whisperers into silence. But in SU's
neighborhood, with the number of
legitimate tasks campus security
pursues,keeping law and order in the
readingroom has to be low on their list.
Though Security does make the library
partof their regular rounds,once again,
they assume that adults attend classes
here.
Whatcan the serious,coffee-slurping
student do to survive?
Study somewhere else was a valid
suggestion presented by one of those
pre-Copemican clowns. We can take
advantage of the reality that SUis,after
all,acommutercampusandstudy in the
relative quiteofour parkedcars.
To jabber and drink coffee, those
students struggling withpost-adolescent
angst can go to the Marketplace, the
Chieftain,the BigMoose Cafe or their
dorms. What satisfaction can there be
indisturbing others?
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Groundbreaking set for Bio complex
ByMISCHALANYON
FeaturesEditor
After years ofplanning,ground will
finally be broke for the new biology
wing and quadrangle park on Feb. 10.
The project, which also includes
extensive remodelling of the Bannon
Science Building, is set to be complete
by Winter 1990.
"Work will begin in early February
and go straight through," said Denis
Ransmeier, vice president for finance
and planning. "It will be hectic for a
while. Trucks will be going in and out
andsomeareas willbe fenced off."
Because of class schedules in
Bannon, most of the remodelling will
occur over the summer. Until then,
work will beconcentrated onlaying the
foundation for the underground facilities
and thequad."Then we'll work likemad
in Bannon over the summer," said
Ransmeier.
Excavation will begin immediately,
but Ransmeier said dust will not be
much of a problem because much of it
willbe done "during the wet season."
The biology wingwill be similar in
square feet to their presentdepartment in
Garrand,according to Ransmeier. The
new complex will bring the department
"up tospeed."
Dr.David Brubaker,chairman of the
biology department, described the new
complex as an "underground mall."
There will be one central corridor with
skylights, open planters with trees and
seating for students.
The underground complex will
feature five labs, with windows
overlookingamallbetweenBannonand
the new complex. There will also be
eight faculty officesandareadingroom.
Wheelchair access to the underground
facility will be in two places: through
the east entrancetoBannonand from the
south end of the complex, where an
electric door willbeinstalled.
Brubaker said that the department is
pleased withhow theproject isgoing so
far. "There's always a few hitches you
find when construction starts,but we're
90 to95percentsatisfied."
The new general biology lab in
Bannon was designed to be especially
functional for teaching, according to
Brubaker. The tables will be setupin a
horseshoeshape,allowing the teacher to
stand in themiddle. "This way we won't
have topeek over shoulders anymore to
see students work,"he said.
A "sizeableamount" of moneyhas
been set aside for new equipment, with
new microscopesbeinga toppriority.
The biology department hopes to
move out of their current offices in
Garrand next Thankgiving break.
"Nobody wants to move over
Christmas, but we're prepared for
moving in through the whole yearifwe
have to," he said.
The new wing won't require the
biology department to increase its
faculty size, according to Brubaker.
"Now we can do more with who we
have."
The total cost of the new biology
wingand the remodellingof Bannon is
estimated at $6.5 million. Through
fundraising, SU has received
approximately $1.5 million, including
$500,000 from The Boeing Company.
The rest of the money was borrowed
earlier.
ItwasdesignedbyRobertG.Becker,
and architect who has worked with SU
on the master plan and designed the
UniversityServicesBuilding.
Brubaker believes thenew facilities
will boost the number of incoming
biology students. "I know it's going to
happen," said Brubaker. "We've already
starteddoingPRfor new students."
He said that people who have seen
theplans have reacted positively. "You
can tell from the expressionon parents'
faces that they'repleased."
The quad above the building will
include a park, featuring a 15-foot-high
fountain by famed sculptor George
Tsutakawa. A 40-foot-wide reflecting
pool will surround the silicon bronze
piece. The quad was designed by
Thomas L.Berger Associates and will
cost $750,000. About $600,000 has
alreadybeen raised throughgifts.
The longrangeplans for Garrandare
to retain the structure but renovateit to
look like it did in 1891. It will be
gutted and eventually house the new
offices for the administration,opening
up the first floor of the Administration
Building for classes. There is also a
possibility that the Fine Arts faculty
presently in Buhr Hall will move into
Garrand until itisrenovated.
A model of the quadrangle park and remodelled Bannon Building





A unique class dealing with women
and leadershipis beingtaught atSeattle
University this quarter. Women as
Transformational Leaders,originatedand
instructed by Beverly Forbes, Ph.D.,
takes a broad view of themany diverse
areas in which women today are called
on to lead, including community,
government,home and the corporate
world.
The course seeks to aid women in
understanding transformational
leadership as well as the special
qualities and issues women bring into
leadership, she said.
Forbes, who directs SU's women's
leadership program, said she first saw
the need for aclass like this when she
held a top level administrative position
and became aware of the distinct ways
men and women function in leadership
situations. She observed how
differently men and women generally
perceivedproblems, solutions,data and
even their definitions of success, she
said.
Readingbooks on leadership provided
further illumination of the problem for
Forbes. Most of the books on the
market centered on men in leadership
positionsand madelittleifanyreference
to women,shenoted.
As she became aware of the scope of
the problem, Forbes said, she began to
wonder if she wascrazy because no one
else seemed concerned or aware of the
problem she perceived.
Now Forbes is certain it was not her




to making women's voices heard,
Forbes said she started to realize the
corporate world was in the middle ofits
own transformation.
A new leadership which reflected
women's natural tendencies was called
for, she discovered. Forbes described
the trend as putting an emphasis on
"gettingaway from a warrior leader and
rather someone who is more like a
conductor ofanorchestra."
According to social psychologists,
Forbes said, the cycle of leadership
changes every 20 to 30 years. She
claims we are on the horizon of anew
cycle, whereleaders willbe expectedto
placea strongeremphasis on ethics and
actingresponsibly.
Forbes said she believes the change
will be visible within the nextcouple
of years. Leaders will be allowed to
loosen controls and concentrate on
listening to others anddelegating.
"The critical emphasis will be in
performing one's job," Forbes
explained, "but with more people
skills."
The class she teaches is designed to
prepare women to not only attain
leadershippositions but to retain their
femininity for the benefitof societyand
themselves.
Forbes said women taking the class
come away with a stronger sense of
"self-esteem and self-knowledge which
is derived through sharing personal
bests, interviewing strong women
leaders and through the education of
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Condello was among the thousands of
people who attended the presidential
inauguration Jan. 20.
"We were fairly close," saidCondello,
whoarrived to theceremony threehours
early. "We could see them putting
their hands up, holding the Bible that
George Washingtonheld."
One of the mostexciting events for
Condello was the inaugural ball, he
said. Walking around in their tuxes
were celebraties suchas BobHope,one
of the Oakridge Boys, andmany other
famous people.
"The dancing was different," said
Condello. "It wasballroomdancingand
they played some jazz music. Bush
showed up and danced with his wife,
Barbara, while everyonedancedaround
them."
Involved with the Republican Party
since the 10th grade at NewportHigh
School in Bellevue, Condello was
thrilled toreceive an invitation to the
event.
"Ikind of expectedIwould get an
invitation,"he said. In 1986,Condello
was noted for his hard work and effort
with the RepublicanParty. He received




level as the state chairman for the
Teenage Republicans when he was in
highschool. Today he is vice-chairman
for the College Republicans in
Washington State.
"Working on the state level, they felt
the young people really worked hard.
Thepeople theyrecongnizedwere those
who worked the hardest andIreceived
the invitation,"Condello said with a
smile.
"I think there were only 140 people
from Washington State who actually
went to the inauguration. Ifeel real
privledged to be in that small
percentage," he said.
Condello went to Washinton D.C.
with his close friend, Mark Pidgeon,
whoreceived the "Outstanding Teenage
Republican Advisor in the Nation"
award in1986. "We were really proud.




By raising $175 needed for the
inauguaral ball and $400 for airfare,
Condello and Pidgeon were able to go
to Washington D.C.
"We were really lucky there was no
housing included in the total cost,"
Condello said. They stayed withone of
two men who own a "conservative"
lobbying organization in Maryland.
Other delegates spent around $200 a
night on hotels.
Besides seeing the White House,
Condello drove aroundMaryland to see
a few confederateandunion battlesites.
But his favorite site was the Vietnam
Memorial. "There's a 24-hour vigil




Condello was alsoable to attend the
Beach Boys concert and the Quayle
Reception.
"We received tickets from
Congressman Rod Chandler,he's my
representative in the East side, in the
Eight Congressional District," said
Condello. "He gave us tickets to see
the swearingin, watch theBeach Boys
concert at the Lincoln Memorial,and
other events. So we got into some
events through our state delegation.
They kind of helped everyone from
WashingtonState," headded.
Congressman Chandler had a
luncheon for everyone at his office.
"We had lunch and buffet at his office
and watched the parade on television
while we ate," he said. "It was a zoo




"I basically started the College
Republicans here on campus. We have
over 20 clubs in the state," he said. As
the vice-chairman, he helps the state
chairman organize clubs around the
state.
Condello was involved in the Bush
campaign on SU's campus. "We were
definately in the minority," admitted
Condello.
Condello says he doesn't know just
how far he will go into politics when
hegraduates. Heplans togethis degree
in Criminal Justice/Pre-law and attend
law school. "That's my number one
priority," he said. "It's hard for me to
tell right now ifIwillgot intopolitics.
Idon't think anyoneknows at20."
Frank Condello displays memorabilia from the inauguration.
Volunteers needed Sat.
Seattle University'sVolunteer Center
is holding a Home Repair Day this
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
according to Sue Kochler, the center's
director.
"Weare going tohomes of elderlyin
the community," she explained. Those
attending will help fix the homes,
performing tasks including clean-up,
painting rooms and defrosting
refrigerators. Koehlcr emphasized that
the work willbe indoors.
In addition to helping those in need,
"it's a good way for students to meet
students," she noted. "Peoplehave a
good time."
Those interested in joining may
simply show up in the Bellarmine
Lobby on Saturday, Koehler said,
though she encouraged signing up.
Students may do so at the center in
Room 210 upstairs from the Chieftain
orby calling 296-6035.
The next home repair event will be
the "Urban Plunge," which will run
from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Feb. 25,
Koehler said. The program that day is
scheduled to include social analyses of
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CAREEROPPORTUNITIES
If you think gettinga jobin the 'real world' soundsdull, think again.
From Amsterdamto Zurich, MoscowtoMadrid,PanAmFlightAttendantscall the
worldtheirhome.
If you'reat least20 yearsold, love to travelandenjoy helpingpeople,this is your
opportunityto land oneof themost sought afterpositions intheAirline Industry.
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Special to the Snectatoi
If the answer, to any question is
"blowing in the wind," then the current
was flowing steadily in the Paramount
last Thursday, Jan. 26th. An audience,
covering theagespectrum,cheered with
thunderous applauseas Peter, Pauland
Mary took the stage.
Despite thehair ofPeter andPaul or
Mary's becoming a grandmother, all
threeappeared reminiscent ofyearsgone
by. In fact, their vitality was so strong
it was difficult to believe it's beenover
27 years.
Once again the trio came to Seattle
to share their lives and music with the
audience they refer to as "a family." It
was withan air of opennessand joy that
Peter,Paul and Mary performed. This
attitude is what made their concert so
inviting. After all,in some form, each
of us has grown up with them.
Remember "Puff the Magic Dragon,"
"IfIHad a Hammer," or "Leavingon a
JetPlane?"
However,attendingaPeter,Paul and
Mary concert is not just a trip down
memory lane. It is an experience that
reminds you of values,people,life and
love. The trio has remained popular
over the years because they move with
the times in a personal and commited
sense.
While some of the songs fell into a
lighter category suchas "Yuppies in the
Sky," which Paul Stookey shared his
humorous side, there were many pieces
with serious undertones. Regarding the
struggle for freedom,hope and life, the
group touched topics pertaining to El
Salvador and apartheid in "No Easy
Walk to Freedom." They called for us
torealize the state of the world, to reach
out to love. There can be no denying
that thisattitude embraced theaudience.
It could be heard in the way several
hundred voices rangoutwith the trio.
Yet,each singer has his or her own
talent andlife. This was recognizedas
each musician took the time to share a
personal 10 minutes with the audience.
Both Peter and Mary illustrated trust as
during their solo time, they shared
songs still in the making. Tohear their
struggles, dreams and disappointments
connected them to us not simply as
musicians,but asrealpeople.
Peter,Paul and Mary's performance
was full of sharing, whether music,
laughter, stories ofpain and the road to
peace. Itwasanexperienceofhope and
Miami heatwave hits Seattle
ByMONICA ALQUIST
Arts &Entertainment Editor
A contemporary Miami setting
with the Mafia silk suit,dark glasses,
along with innocent damsels anda few
boisterous Cubans brings a lot of
"much ado about nothing." The
Bathhouse Theater's opening
Shakespeare series performance,"Much
Ado About Nothing" is full of fervor
andexcitement.
The scenic design by Shelley
Henze Schermer is a 1980s,
stereotypicalMiamihotel resortsetting.
Ithas everything from umbrella drink
sticks to loud floral print creating a
"Miami" heat wave.
Besides the flamboyant, fast-paced
Miami scene and the stylish eighties
clothing, the script is still Shakespeare,
with a few contemporaryadjustments.
For one, Don Pedro's entourage are
musicians rather than soldiers andsome
words which add to the comedy are
replaced. For example,Terence Kelley,
a Jamaican waiter,performs a reggae
rendition ofShakespeare's "Heynonny,
nonny" song.
On the surface the play is very
comical, with schemes being playedon
one another, but there is an actual
message behind all the wit and Miami
"coolness." The storyrevolves around
two couples in love,but paranoia and
deceptions cause un uproar or as
Shakespeare would say,"muchado."
The first couple, Claudio and
Hero,played by Timothy Threfall and
Dylan Marshall,respectively, are in
love at first sight. For them, love
makes the world seemperfect,yetsome
pessimists in the group,Beatrice (Joyce
Mycka-Stettler) and Bendick (Frank
Corrado) disbelieve in falling in love.
Thisis where theplot begins to thicken
as matchmakers and match-breakers
begin to ploy.
Beatrice and Benedick are the
matchmakers' subjects. They both
profess that love is for the birds and
both Stettler and Corrado createmany
comical scenesofbadgeringoneanother
like a married old couple. Later, they
individually become awe-struck that
they have caught the "love bug."
Stettler and Corrado play off one
another well, creating a "Ricky and
Lucy" typecouple.
Itseems asifeveryoneisa part of
some ploy,either as the pranksteror as
the victim. Therefore, thereare many
misgivings and confusion among the
characters. Surprises aren't seen only
through the eyes of the characters,but
through the audience as well. The
schemes neverseem toend.
The entire cast work well
together,everyoneactsand reacts to the
play's hilarity. Some very comical
scenes are of the villainous gang, who
scheme to be the match-breakers of
Claudio andHero. Theylook like they
came from the back streets of Miami.
Randy Hoffmeyer, who plays Don
John, is superb as the modern day
Miami villain/bully, who wants to
break skulls, yethe would break his
own skull trying.
Another comical group are the the
teamoflaw enforcement officials. They
are acarboncopyof thecomical police
officers in Dukes of Hazzards. Elroy
(William Crossett) and Luther (Robert
Munns) were the heart of the play's
humor,acting as catalysts to the plot's
tension building scenes. The costumes
accentuate their comical stature with
high waterpantsgripingaround the ribs
andbright white socks.
A rising, dramatic plot.with
accentuating wit and comedy create a
definite heatwave and give zest to
contemporaryShakespeare.
The production is performed by
Bathhouse Theater,but is appearing at






Reseachersat the Uof W are conducting aclinical trial testing
of anewly developedAIDS vaccine. Preliminary results withpeople who
have previously received small pox vaccine are encouraging. Research
subjects who have neverbeengiven the smallpox vaccine are still
needed.
Heathly individuals who have previously received smallpox
vaccine may enroll. Due to FDA resrictions women who plan onbecoming
pregnantcan not participate in this trial.Some monetary compensation
will be provided tosubjects who complete the trial. Interested persons
should contact:
DougArditti at the Uof WRetroviral Vaccine Unit
326-4179 for more details.
wM mi * \
Peter, Paul and Mary performed In the Paramount Theatre, January 26th.
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'Iron Traingle' shows
both sides of Vietnam
ByMICHAELLIGOT
StaffReporter
To understand one side of a
conflict isgood,but to understandboth
sidesismuch better.
This is the message of "The
Iron Triangle," a new movieabout the
Vietnam war that studies the conflict
from both the American andVietCong
perspectives. Thefilm is a fact-based
accountof anAmerican infantry officer
(Beau Bridges) and a teen-agedNorth
Vietnam guerilla (newcomer Liem
Whatley) who come in conflict in the
"iron triangle," an area of the largest
VietCong troopconcentration.
Not only do these men have
to face each other,but they also must
come to terms with difficult peopleon
their ownsidesas well.
Bridges, whois trying mostly
to keep his men alive, runs into
pressure from a French mercenary
(Johnny Hallyday) and a South
Vietnamese officer (Francois Chau),
both muchmore aggressivesoldiers.
Whatley gets into several
confrontations with an egotistical
Communist party official (James
Ishida) trying toextendhis influence to
the battlefield as well,and worries his
commander (Haing Ngor, Best
Supporting Actor in "The Killing
Fields")andbest friend (PingWu) with
his innocence.
Unlikemost warmovies (not
to mention Vietnam films), "The Iron
Triangle" focuses equal attention on
both sidesof the trenches. Itis arisky
move, and it creates some structure
problems in the storyline,but it pays
off nicely.
The viewer getsa good look
at the people involved in the war
conflict. As the film progresses, the
reasons arerevealed why the militia are
there in the firstplace. Also, the two
fighting methods are contrasted; the
smooth movements of the Viet Cong
versus the superior equipment of the
Americans. The struggle between
comrade and enemy isseen as the two
maincharacters havemorein common
with each other, though they're
enemies, than theydo with their fellow
soldiers.
By the time Whatley's
character captures Bridges's, the
reviewer no longer has a sense of
"goodguys versusbadguys." Instead,
the film concentrateson the touchy,
yet almost fraternal, relationship
between the twomen and thepressure
they feel coming at them from both
angles. And when their respective
sides go into full scale combat in the
captivating photographs of the final
scenes, you can't cheer for one side to
win,for youare so drawnintoboth.
Thank the outstanding acting
for that.
Bridges, who lately has been
behind the camera more than in front
of it,is welcomed at his return as the
American captain. The sensitivity he
brings to his role reestablishes him
among thebetter actors workingtoday.
Whatley's performance,
however, stands out as the most
powerful one in the film. In his first
screen role, he perfectly captures the
innocence of the young man taken
away from his home to fight in a war
he doesnotentirelycomprehend which
is a lot like the young American
soldiershe fought against.
Although theperformances of
Bridges and Whatley, and the
fascinating bond they createbetween
their characters,are outstanding;don't
overlook the other actors. Ishida is
expertlychilling as the politician who
has his sights on greater things, and
Wu's cynical soldier provides a good
balance with Whatley's idealistic
fighter.
The exact fate of "The Iron
Triangle" doesn't look all that bright.
The recent glut of Vietnam films and
television shows may be tiring the
generalpublic. If this film is pictured
and publicized as another Vietnam
movie, "Triangle" is sunk. However,
if it is picturedas the story of two men
who share more than a battlefield to
fight on, then "TheIron Triangle" will
receive the largeaudienceitdeserves.
Johnny Hallyday, left, plays a Foreign Legion mercenary and Beau
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THREE GOOD REASONS/^BSSSS^k TO SELL FOR FARMERS
/^^jgj^^^V 3.Represent Farmers. The
Farmers Insurance Group of
Companies has long been one of
If your looking for a new opportunity in the largest and most successful
sales,we have an idealposition for you. firms in the business with assets
exceeding $1.5 billion. Our
I.Be in business for innovative products have helped
yourself. As a Farmers agent our sales revenue grow for 50
you'll be your own boss and make years,
your own decisions. You control
your income, working conditions, If you have the ambitionand ability
and professional standards. to run your own business we will
put you in our comprehensive
2.Work in a stable industry. training program immediately.
Historically the insurance industry rhas been recession proof- people , o vsimply must have insurance Charles R. Horn
protection. And as inflation rises 701-sth Avenue #3420
so do premiums andyourcommis- Seattle, WA 98104
sions. 386-5560
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP OF COMPANIES
This child needs your help.
Sheis struggling withherschoolwork.
Be a Volunteer Tutor.
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These ladies are on a roll
ByDANNY MADDEN
SportsEditor
Two weeks filled with District I
contests proved fruitful for the Lady
Chieftains.
SUupped their recordto12-8 overall
and 8-5 in league play,bybeating five
out of six district rivals the past two
weeks.
At home on Jan. 25, the women's
basketball team gave fans a fantastic
offensive show as they clicked for the




combined for and incredibleone-two
punch, scoring well over half of SU's
points. Hackett ledall scorers with 36
points and all rebounders with 10
boards.Baldwin showed thatsheis fully
recovered from her reconstructive knee
surgery. She lit up the nets for 32
points,pulled in six rebounds, dished
out threeassists,and snaggedsix steals.
Baldwin gotthe gameoff toa goodstart
for SUby scoring 20 pointsin the first
half.
Somebody has to control the pace of
thegame and pass to the right person.
Yvette Smith did just that on her way
to a nineassist night.
Dee Tuttle led Sheldon Jackson with
22 points, followed by Sandra Marbut
with13 pointsand ninerebounds.
TheLady Chieftains had to leave the
friendly confines of Connolly Center
and head east to Spokane to face
Whitworth CollegeonJan. 27.
The first half set the stage for aclose
game. The early running was a neck-
and-neck battle,withSU takinga40-38
lead into halftime. SU made things
tough on themselves by getting into
foul trouble early.
TheLady Chieftains overcame their
foul problems for a79-67 win.
SU coach, Dave Cox picked up his
150th career win and he can thank
Hackett. Hackett hasprovenherselfasa
clutch shooter this year and on Friday
night she enforced this reputation. She
hit six free throws in a row down the
stretch to pull SU out of the reach of
Whitworth.
Baldwin continued where she left off
against Sheldon Jackson, leading SU
with 22 points. She was followed by
Karen Bryant with 16points,.
Karin Bishop, who returned for the
Sheldon Jackson game, foundher niche
on defense,blocking six shots.Bishop,
who has been out with bronchitis the
last few weeks, also chipped in 11
points. Smith continued to dish out
assists, with eight,but she also led the
LadyChieftains withsevenrebounds.
The Chieftain road tripmade it's last
stopinLewiston,Idaho the nextnight,
to faceLewis-Clark State.
"We never gotanything going," said
Cox. SU started poorly and ended
poorly,as LCSrouted them 88-57. Cox
citeddefenseasSU'smain weakness for
thegame.
Hecommended LCS for the way they
played together. "They'rea real veteran
team, they have five seniors starting,"
saidCox.
Headded, "Theyshot wellall over the
floor.Part of it was that we didn't put
toomuchpressureon them."
The bright spot for the Lady
Chieftains was Hackett, who had 21
points and eight rebounds. Andrea
Albenesiushadastrongshowing inside,
pulling down11rebounds.
The Lady Chieftains were ready to
headhome to SUto face theUniversity
ofPuget SoundonJan. 31. SUstarteda
bit sluggish in the first half and a flu-
riddenUPS team wasable to keepright
with them.
SU only took a six point lead into
the lockcroom at half time, but they
came out in the second half and used
strongreboundingclean defense and the
foulline toleaveUPS behind.
The Lady Chieftains out rebounded
UPS 54 to 47,but the key to thegame
was the foul line. UPS sent SU to the
line 24 times and SUonly sentUPS to
the stripe six times.UPS outscored the
Lady Chieftains from the floor, but
their foulshurt them.
The Chieftains faced a Whitworth
team with revenge on their mind on
Feb. 3.
The Chieftains moved the ball well
and ran a tough press to pull off their
second winagainst theSpokane school.
Hackett wasagain the player with the
hot hand,as she chalked up 24 points.
Freshman center,Albenesius, whoshot
100 percent from the field supported
Hackett with 16 points. Both players
grabbedsevenrebounds.
Whitworth looked toTaraFlugel who
scored 18points.
The performance of the game has to
go to Ken Waite, the only referee to
brave the snow and ice andshow up for
the game. He showed grace and
quickness in covering the entire court.
Nobody even missed his two
colleagues.
Alaska Southeast came into townon
Feb. 6 to face a tough Lady Chieftains
teamona roll.SUkeptrighton rolling
as they took control of the game from
start to finish.
This was never a game. SU held
Alaska to a25 percentshootingclipand
outrebounded them 57 to 37.
Hackett continued her torrid scoring
pace with an easy26points.
One of SU's more consistent players
this year,Karen Bryant,dished out nine
assistsandled all rebounders with11.
The Lady Chieftains were hot from
the free throw line,shooting 80percent.




me Seattle university mens ana
women's ski teams displayed their
'potential with their showing at the
White Pass raceand the Salmon Ridge
cross-country races inBellingham.
Brian Dennehy and David Sword
continued to be the strongest skiers for
the men's team.Ina field of 60 skiers,
Dennehyplacedninth in the slalom and
11th in the giant slalom. Sword finished
seventh in the slalom and 12th in the
giant slalom.
Toback upDennehyandSwordin the
slalom, Angus Harris skied to a 22nd
rating. In the giant slalom Ed Holmes
finished 21st and Dave Brown finished
22nd.
The giant slalom was the scene of
some intra-teamcompetition. "Dennehy
is usually our best giant slalom skiers
and Sword is our best slalom skier,"
said SU ski coach, Mike Dahlem. But
after the first round of the giant slalom
Sword led Dennehy by one-half of a
second. "Dennehy came back with a
smoking second race to beat Sword by
one-tenth of a second," said Dahlem.
"It'sencouraging to see the competition
between our skiers."
In the women's competition Ingrid
Gunnestad continued her improvement
by placing 16th in the slalom and the
giant slalom. Tracy Dye,who's "skiing
was much improved," according to
Dahlem, followed Gunnestad,placing
21st in the slalom and25th in the giant
slalom.
Dahlem's choice for skiier of theday
was Katy Brandis. Brandis tore her
Aterior Cruciate on the first day of
practice, causing her to lose a lot of
stability in her knee. She missed
training camp and most of the snow
training, while she was going through
"somereal tough" rehabilitation.
The WhitePassrace washer firstrace
back.Dahlem saidshe only had a week
of training before the race and had no
gate training.
He said she would have easily
qualifiedfor conference ifshecouldhave
trainedmore.After her firstrun she was
usually in the top five, but the second
runalwaygaveher trouble.
In cross-country action the SU team
headed to Salmon Ridge inBellingham
to competein openraces andrelays.
Michael Spillane placed third in the
IS kilometer open race, followed by
Anthony Hall,whoplacedseventh.
Therelay team placed second, which
qualified them for theregional races in
Park City, Utah,Feb. 23-26.
The staff of the Spectator would like to
extend its condolences to John King,
Danny McKay and their families over
the deaths of their fathers.
Page twelve//February9/"/The Spectator
Eight excitingandrewarding full-time summer jobs
conductingpublic toursofthe SkagitHydroelectric
Project intheNorth Cascades.
Applicants must have a minimum of two years experienceinvolving
leadership, sales,public speaking etc.Experience with group living,
thehandicapped,and/or elderly,and foreign language is desirable.Guides are required to. live on-site for five days a week. Valid Wash-ingtonStateDrivers license, first aid card and CPR certificationmust








were given to Seattle
University Soccer players
for their performance in
the class room. The


















The Seattle University men's
basketball team put a dent in their
record this week by losing four games
and winningone,dropping their record
to 5-18.
Against St. Martins on Jan. 26, the
Chieftains came out looking sluggish.
But theredeeming factor of the firsthalf
was that St. Martins could not get
going either. "Neither teamplayedreal
well," said Chieftain coach, Bob
Johnson. SU shot 31 percent from the
field and St. Martins shot 37 percent.
That shooting edgekept St. Martins
ahead of the Chieftains by about 10
points mostof the firstperiod.
Inthe secondhalf SU shota solid SO
percent, but St Martins scorched the
nets for 67 percent to pull away from
theChieftains for a 74-57 victory.
The Chieftains could not overcome
their inability to go to the foul line.
They shotonly 17 free throws, but put
St.Martins on theline 31 times.
"We werecompetitive with them,but
they turned it up in the second half,"
said Johnson. He said they hit the key
shots down the stretch.
The Chieftains were ledby Johnking
with 20 points and seven rebounds.
Kingalso shotaperfect seven for seven
from the free throw line.
Steve Smothers led the St. Martins
attack with a 100 percent shooting
performance, scoring 16 points and
grabbingsevenrebounds.
On Jan. 28 the Chieftains came back









The Chieftains were without their
leading scorer and rebounder, John
King, who's father passed away. They
seemed tobe playing thisone forKing,
as they played right with the heavily
favored,veteranCentral team.
Despite Central's definite size
advantage, they only led by five at
halftime.
In the second half the story did not
change. The Chieftains stayed with
Central, but the experienced Central
team held the Chieftains at a safe five
point distance throughout the half. In
the lastminutes Centralpulledaheadby
eight for a62-54 DistrictIwin.
Eric Petersen led SU with 16 points
and eight rebounds. Backing up




Central had three players in double
figuresand were ledby SteveEvenson
with 13 points.
SUhoped to snap their badluck with
a big win over University of Alaska
Southeast on Jan. 31. The Chieftains'
sluggish start gave Southeast toobig a
lead to overcome. The Chieftains out
scored Southeast in the second half44-
40, but it would not be enough to
overcome the 20 point firsthalf deficit
theydug for themselves,asSU lost89-
73.
With King still out, the Chieftains
still racked up a powerful rebounding
total. They out-rebounded Southeast 40
Jo29.
Pass or shoot?
Shooting was the storyon this night.
Southeast sizzledin the first half with a
60.6 percent shooting show. The
Chieftains' moderate 44.8 percent first
half shooting could not keep them in
the picture. The only thing that kept
SUin the game was their 23 offensive
rebounds.
"Wecame outa little tentative," said
Pctcrscn, "Once we startedplaying we
kept with them." He added, "If we can
avoid getting down early in the game
we'll beOK."
The play of Petersen and Kevin
Bovenkamp under the basket anchored
SU's effort. Bovenkamp scored 16
points and yanked down 1
" rebounds,
Petersenpoweredin ISpoints andeight
rebounds. The man getting the ball to
theright person at theright time for SU
was Tim Zylstra, who had seven
assists.
DarnellBrinsor ledSoutheast with 25
points and 10 rebounds,but the leader
of the Southeast team was Damon
Lowery, who scored 24 points, dished
out four assists,snagged five steals and
shot 100 percent (3-3) from the tree-
point line.
Johnson commended the Southeast
squad, who are coached by Clair
Marktey,an SU graduateand ex-coach.
"They're certainly going to be fighting
for one of the top four positions in our
district."
"Right now we have to grit our teeth
andcomeback for Northwest College,"
saidJohnson.
Gritting your teeth mustbe the secret
toapowerfuloffense because SU came
back on Saturday night to run by
Northwest College,despite theabsence
of point guard Tim Zylstra, who was
ill,andKing.
Sevenplayers scored indouble figures
asSUrackedupa113-83 victory.
Freshman Guard, Curt Scheidel led
SU with 23 points, six assists and six
steals. Che Dawson, another freshman
pulled in eight rebounds to lead all
rebounders. Dawson also blocked two
shotsand grabbedfive steals.
Tuesday night St. Martins came to
town to give SU another chance at
them. A barn-burner game that went
into overtime brought St. Martins out
on top 70-64.
Lively defense with timely steals
pushed SU in front of St. Martins by
10points throughout the first half.
But in the second half St. Martins
made agame outofit They madea12-
2 run right off the bat and then both
teams went cold. In the last six and a
half minutes of regulation time neither
teamscoredabasket
With two seconds left, Petersen
fouled Steve Smothers to send him to
the line for a onc-and-one free throw
attempt. A sigh of relief went through
the crowd as Smothers missed his first
free throw of the night, sending the
game into overtime.
Key three pointers, in the overtime
period,by St Martinsknocked the wind
outof theChieftains.
SU was led by the returning King,
whopickedup wherehe left off with 16
points and 12 rebounds. Following
KingwerePetersen, with 14 points, and
Bovenkampwith 13rebounds.
Iiony Uelglannl, or the Koadwarriors, eyes the basket in intramuralaction.
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Review Committee recently awarded
sabbaticals to six faculty members for
the 1989-90 academic year.
Although nine applicant's submitted
proposals, only six were granted due to
limited funding. Also, while most
lasta full year, SUsabbaticals last one
quarter. A sabbatical involves a leave
of absence to work on a specificproject
dealing with the professor's area of
research.
A tight faculty-development budget
keeps SU sabbaticals short. In fact,SU
has only been granting them since the
1983-84 academic year.
April Falkin, Ph.D., assistant vice
president for Academic Affairs, said
increasing the fund for faculty
development is emphasized in next
year'sbudgetproposals.
She saidsabbaticals are important to
keep teachers current in their field.
"Weemphasize teaching [atSU],and
teachers have a very heavy workload
with limited time for extra research,"
said Falkin. "Sabbaticals give them
time to renew their scholarship," she
added.
Thecommittee selects recipients, she
said,based on whichprojects will have
the greatest impact on the curriculum
and thestudents.
Applicant's mustbe tenured,assistant
professor or full time professor, with
six years ofSU teachingexperience.* Thisyears winners are:
Karen Barta,associate professor of
theology and religious studies,plans to
complete abook she'sbeen writing for
six years titled, The Harvest is
Plentiful: Letting Biblical Images
Speak to Gender Issues. She said the
book deals on a spiritual level with
problems facing men and women,such
as women taking charge of their
responsibilities and men seeking
intimacy. Also,sheadded, itaddresses
the issueof women in thePriesthood.
Hamida Bosmajian, Ph.D.,
professor of English, also plans to
complete a book. Young Readers
Literature,will examine Nazism, the
HolocaustandNuclear War.
Thomas W. Cunningham,
Ph.D., professor of psychology, wants
to learn a new computer software
program. He described it as a "multi-
dimensional program about scaling the
human perceptual process."
Cunningham plans to research
psychological reasons for ordinary
physical health problems and
implement the research into a new
coursecalledHealth andDisease.
David McCloskey, Ph.D.,
associate professor of sociology, will
transform his manuscript into a book
Please see 'Sabbaticals' page 16
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Learning specialist ioins SU staff
By PEGGY STAFFORD
Staff Reporter
Our chores,as students, include the
following: listen, write, read, write
some more, listen,remember to read,
continue to read and finally read,listen
and then write. It's pretty straight
forward. At least theprofessorsseem to
think so, when,at the beginningof the
quarter, they hand you the course
syllabus, smile and mention inpassing:
"please doall of this".
Some of us figure: No Problem.
Others: Hmm, well, sure,IsupposeI
can. And then those: No. You don't
understand. Ican't. Imean,I'venever.
Idon't know how.
Everyone can claim at least one
subject that they feel somewhat
marginal at. What most of us don't
realize is that the new theories and
practices of education surfacing in
schools today are offering unique,
alternative routes for students to
experiment with in order to meet the
academic challenges they face.
Seattle University knows what's hip
in theBigCircle of Academia,evident
in their recent choice of Learning
Specialist, Scott Dionne, who now
resides in Pigott 404, The Learning
Center. Dionne comes to SU from the
University of South Carolina where he
has spent the last two years acting as
Director of the Learning Center at the
Salkehatchiecampus.
Since his arrival atop Capital Hill
only four months ago, Dionne has
become involved with coordinating
activities with such places as the
Writing Center and the International
Students' Center. He also supports and
plays an active role in some of the
minority organizations on campus.
Primarily, Dionne's efforts are with
those students who feel like they can't
quiteadapt (academic or otherwise) to
theuniversity scene.
"I enjoy working with students who
see themselves as marginalized, the
ones who aren't fitting in so well,"he
says. "I like to think that I'm good
with these students becauseIlike the
challenge of finding ways to make
education work for them instead of
against them."
Since everyone agrees that we'veall
got a little marginalization in us, it's
fair to assert that, essentially, Scott
Dionne is up for grabs for everyone.
As a matter of fact, the real bug that
Dionne carries aroundinhisberet has to
do witheveryone.
The man feels a terrific urgency,
quest, an actual appetite for students,
specifically students whoreally want to
read their text books and somehow
enjoy themselves. Dionne believes
that there are several ways to read and
interpret text.
"Thepoint is, there are several ways
to interpreta text. Each 'way' is valid
in that it exploresa dimension of the
text whichengages thereader."
We can all be "empowered" by the
materials that we are assigned or
choose to read. We can all become
interestedandentertained readers. There
are libraries and syllabi full of books
awaiting to be consumed and
understood.
It is February and mid-terms are just
hereor sortofover and thereis a whole
new chunk to listen to, to read about
and then upchuck (Imean write about)
inMarch.
Be inspired! Dionne avows that if we
talk back to the authors of our texts,
questionandchallenge their ideas, then
we will bemore apt tobecome engaged
andhence,learn.
"Nothing is moreempowering to me
than reading," Dionne says. "IfIwere
to lose the ability to read, I'd feel
powerless."
Sabbaticals awarded
From 'Sabbaticals' page 14
called Why is Place Important?
McCloskey said the book deals with
dislocation problems of people and
species. McCloskey presently uses his
manuscript for classes.
David L. Thorsell, associate
professorof chemistry,said heplans to
research synthetic inorganic chemistry
and transition metals with James
Mayer, a University of Washington
faculty member.
David Leigh, SJ., director of the
Honors Program and Global Studies,
plans to complete his book titled
Twentieth-Century Autobiographies.
The book is a literary and theological
analysis of autobiographies by people




From 'Tuition' page 1
university at thispoint is qualitypeople-
toget them hereandkeepthem here."
Joe Levan, ASSU president, asked
whether the salary increases couldn't
have been made more even over the
ihree years so students wouldn't be hit
withsucha steep jumpnextyear.
Last year's tuition increase was just
under8 percent
Eshelman said the administration
wanted the first year's staff salary
increase to be "enough to make a
difference" in halting turnover. He
emphasized the need to catch up with
salaries offered byother institutions.
Included in the budget is a 13.1
increase in financial aid. Part of that is
a 10 percent raise in on-campus work
study wages,Eshelman said.
"We're assuming there willbe no cuts
in federal financial aid,"he said,noting
the administration is guardedly
optimistic about the Bush
administration's commitment to
education.
The proposed budget will bring the
cost per credit hour to $199. At
present the cost is $179.
LOOKING AHEAD
Campus Ministry presents their annual
"Simply Sweethearts" Dance. Sunday,
February 12 from 1p.m. to 4 p.m. in
Campion Ballroom. Students will be
pairedup with local senior citizens for
an afternoon of food, fun, games and
music.
Nursing Career Day. Monday,February
ffrom 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. in theieux Library.omerepair andclean up day.Here's a
chance to serve low income,elderly,and
disabledpersons.Saturday,February 11
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Call the
Volunteer Center at 296-6035 for
details.
Calcutta Days! Slide shows and
refreshments will be presented
Wednesday,February15 atnoon and 7
p.m. and Thursday, February 16 at
noon, in the Library Auditorium.
Applications will be provided for
students who want to work withMother
Theresa during tripslasting 6 weeks to
3 months. Scholarships areavailable to
helpwith transportation.
SeattleUniversitySurplus is openevery
Wednesday from 3 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.in
the basement of the Madison Building.
Buy from their inventory of desks,
chairs and miscellaneous office
furniture. Call Vanita in General
Services at 296-5830 for more
information.
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Start immediately. Free Details, f
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envelope to: 403 Buttercup Creek 2
I S-4, Cedar Park, TX 78613
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Part or Full Time.
Men,womenor couples.
Opportunity to build future security. !
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Mr.Brennan (206) 364-0137
ADOPTION: Thinking of an | j
adoption plan? Loving dad and stay j j
at home mom wouldbe honored to j j
share our love with your Caucasian j j
baby. Let us help you at this
difficult time. Expenses paid. Call J
Michele collect.(206) 271-7378.
RIDE OFFER Need 3rd passenger
from Eastside to (am) and from
(pm) Seattle U. Call Doug at 747-
-2177 orMark at 822-5451 Evenings i j
are best after 4pm. j ji i
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Serving the needs of independent j|
housesitters, with Information, |
! Resources & Member Services. !
i We're in business to help you find j" the housesitting jobs you want.Call j
S Us at 323-1148.
2
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
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5 Resort, PO Box 1468, Estes Park, 8" Colorado 80517 (303) 586-2332.
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